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Wildscape has recently been relaunched to provide environmentally conscious green space
management. It is run by a trained and qualified Gardener and Arborist, who has a
reputation as a skilled and reliable landscaper. Wildscape intend to develop a commercial
green space management service that puts ecology first and helps to grow areas for wildlife
habitation. This will be achieved by reevaluating green spaces to create more wildlife
friendly spaces, and by putting ecology at the forefront on landscape projects, designs and
builds.  
 
As a result of business support provided by Tevi it was identified that a transition to using
electric garden machinery would compliment Wildscape's new service that has ecology,
wildlife habituation and environmental growth at its core. In addition each new client will be
given an ecology & environment assessment followed by a green space management plan.

The transition to renewable source of energy use and electronic machinery funded by Tevi
has enabled Wildscape to reduce reliance on fossil fuels and contributing to the
development of Cornwall's circular economy.
 
Using a more sympathetic approach to land management contributes to the targets of
Cornwall's Environment Growth Strategy: Experiencing & Valuing Cornwall. The machinery
will create a more sympathetic approach to land management create less pollution, along
with a reduction in noise disturbance reducing stress on the surrounding fauna.

"It has been
great to feel
supported in my
aim to reduce
my impact on
the environment
whilst also being
able to offer a
more thoughtful
approach to
management of
green spaces
and habitat
protection". 
 

Carl Rowlinson (Owner)


